
BOAFANG™  
AUTO-ZIP GUN

AUTOMATIC ZIPPER TIE GUN FOR VARIOUS 

APPLICATIONS

CAPABLE OF LARGER DIAMETERS THAN WIRE 
TIE GUNS.
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KEY FEATURES
· Enables automatic self-tying action of Boafang TM cinchstrip products, simplifying 

the securing process.

· Ideal for quick and efficient use in various applications.

· Up to 1” diameter to wrap on.

· Inner rotary die crafted from resilient D-2 steel ensures a long product life, offering 

durability and longevity.

· Solid steel frame provides a robust base for the system, ensuring reliability.

· Activates a series of motors in unison to securely tie cinchstrips, even in tight or 

hard-to-reach places.

· Enhances the ease of use for a wide range of applications.

· Integrated with a rechargeable 12V battery, providing the necessary power for 

seamless and automatic zipping.

· Portable and versatile, suitable for various settings and tasks.

· Encased in a resistant plastic case, the compact module houses the dies and steel 

frame, ensuring product protection.

· Ergonomic handle design offers comfortable and user-friendly manipulation for 

extended use.

· Entirely U.S. materials, innovation and manufactured 
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BENEFITS

•Efficiency and Speed: The Boafang Ziptie Gun automates the 

cinchstrip tying process, significantly reducing time and effort required 

for securing items.

•Long-Lasting Performance: Built with high-quality materials, 

including D-2 steel, it ensures a durable and extended product life, 

withstanding rigorous use.

•Versatile Application: Suited for a wide array of tasks, particularly for 

securing cinchstrips in tight and challenging spaces, making it ideal for 

both professionals and hobbyists.

•Portable Power: The rechargeable 12V battery makes the system 

mobile and capable of use in various environments, ensuring on-the-go 

convenience.

•User-Friendly Design: The ergonomic handle and compact 

construction offer comfortable and straightforward operation, 

enhancing overall usability



SALES@CINCHSTRIP.COM

GM@CINCHSTRIP.COM

WWW.BOAFANG.COM 

THANK YOU
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